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Mendoza! We kind of  have a crush on you… no pun 
and no lie. Your super clean plazas, and tango music 
drifting from the bars and cafés have us craving our 
next international adventure!  

The other thing we adore about Mendoza is the 
Argentina tradition of  wood fire BBQ, which is why 
we decided to release an all red club in the middle of  
summer! This is the height of  BBQ season, and while 
we like white wine more than most people, reds are 
really the right pairing for all that robust roastiness! 

We are quite taken with the exceptional wines of  
Luigi Bosca, and loved the opportunity to show you a 
Malbec and Bonarda side-by-side from the same 
producer. We also had an opportunity to get Achaval 
Ferrer Malbec at a ridiculous price, so we jumped on 
that like a Gaucho jumping on his horse… oh man 
that’s cheesy… moving on. We hope you enjoy this 
month’s Cellar Wine Club releases as much as we 
enjoyed selecting them! 
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La Linda Malbec is Luigi Bosca’s lightly oaked Malbec, 
created to showcase the floral, elegant side of  Malbec, but 
also to let the fruit from their original estate vineyard speak 
for itself. This is Malbec in it’s purest form from 30 year old 
vines, grown at just under 1000 meters, in the Lujan de Cuyo 
region of  Mendoza. The La Linda vineyard is worked using 
Biodynamic principles, and the grapes are hand harvested 
before fermentation in stainless. The wine rests in large oak 
casks for a few months before release, with the intention of  
rounding out the wine a bit without contributing oak flavor. 
Drink this now, with anything on the grill or with friends 
around the fire! 

Argentina grows a red grape that’s not Malbec? Yes! They 
call it Bonarda and it is actually the second most widely 
planted red, representing about half  the plantings of  Malbec. 
This obscure varietal comes from the Savoie region of  France 
where it is called Douce Noir, or more commonly, 
Charbonneau. The grape also finds its way into some 
California vineyards AND there is an Italian Bonarda, but it 
is not the same grape (are you asleep yet?). La Linda Bonarda 
is made in exactly the same as the Malbec and showcases 
Bonarda’s slightly more brooding characteristics. Bonarda has 
a bit more structure than Malbec so you may want to drink 
this with Caribou backstrap that just touches a grill. Don’t 
save it! This is a wine to drink now!

This bordeaux blend with a splash of  
Syrah i s made to showcase the 
phenomenal terroir of  Bodegas Luigi 
Bosca. The fruit is harvested from three 
estate vineyards, most notably Finca Los 
Nobles (depicted above), which is over 90 
years old! The three grapes are vinified 
separately and then just 50% of  the wine 
goes into oak for 12-14 months where full 
malolactic naturally occurs. The oaked 
and unoaked wines are then blended and 
rested in bottle for a year before release. 
This is a big, sexy red that could use a few 
years to integrate the oak. We recommend 
a window of  around 2020-2025.
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With Club Red, we are looking to give you a benchmark red 
wine experience. We don’t always jump at more common 
brands, but when they are as iconic as Achaval Ferrer 
Malbec, and when they are at this price, we do! Achaval 
Ferrer has some of  the oldest and highest elevation 
vineyards in Mendoza. This wine is sourced from three 
vineyards, all sitting at around 1000 meters in elevation and 
the wine spends about 10 months in French oak barrels to 
give it some depth and ageability. Achaval is famous for 
rigorous fruit selection, producing only one bottle from each 
plant. Drink this now or age it for a few years (the winery 
recommends 2018-2021 as the optimal window). The robust 
nature of  this wine can handle hearty fare!
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USDA ORGANIC - A set of  rules, laid out by the US 
department of  Agriculture stipulating that ingredients are made 
without synthetic fertilizers or the addition of  sulfur dioxide. This 
applies to all aspects of  winemaking including yeasts and any 
treatments a winemaker uses. There is also a “Made with 
Organic Grapes” certification that deals only with the fruit 
before it reaches the winery. Agriculture Biologique is the 
French version. 

BIODYNAMIC - A philosophy, first proposed by Rudolf  Steiner 
in 1924 as a reaction to industrialized farming practices of  the 
early 1900’s. This practice involves viewing a farm as a closed 
ecosystem that has to rely on itself  to survive.  Think of  it as the 
most basic form of  farming or, as we like to think of  it (cuz it’s 
funny), organics on steroids . There are lots of  esoteric aspects of  
true Biodynamics, but many viticulturist use the nuts and bolts 
and forgo certification with organizations such as Demeter. 

SUSTAINABLE VITICULTURE 101
We sat down to write page two and found ourselves writing 
another write up about a fourth generation wine-making 
family, old vines and high elevation viticulture. While all of  this 
is interesting, and certainly true, you've heard it before. What 
we really went to discuss this month is sustainability!  
Sustainable viticulture is somewhat on trend right now, a trend 
we think will become more of  a necessity in the years to come. 
Not only do consumers not want to consume chemicals (raise 
your hand if  you eat organic, but have no idea what’s in your 
wine), but climate change and over-farming practices are 
mandating that viticulturists pursue less invasive farming 
techniques. This is not us proselytizing, this is fact, and most of  
the viticulture world is quickly taking note. The column to the 
right deals with the most common (often confusing) 
sustainability language. Here's a quick, wide angle look at 
modern farming: 

CONVENTIONAL FARMING (MODERN) - This is 20th 
century farming. It’s old news, but still widely practiced. 
Vineyards are planted in neat rows to the same clone so the 
grapes all ripen the same way. Rows are kept weed free to make 
harvest and maintenance easier on workers and tractors. Vines 
are manually irrigated and chemical fertilizers and treatments 
are applied to promote growth and deal with pests and disease. 

SUSTAINABLE FARMING - Vineyards are planted with lots 
of  different clones (or naturally occurring mutations are left 
alone) to promote diversity. Cover crops are grown in between 
rows to promote healthy vine ecosystems. Vines are dry farmed 
(generally watered for the first few years and then left to fend 
for themselves), and manures and natural composts are used to 
fertilize and maintains vineyards. 

This month’s wine club focus, Bodega Luigi Bosca, uses what 
they call “the most beneficial standards inherent to the 
biodynamic farming system.” In France this is called lutte 
raisonnée (literally reasonable fight). It means they probably don’t 
plant by moon cycles and they may use a treatment in an 
emergency situation, but they farm using minimal 
interventionist techniques such as planting cover crops to 
develop a healthy vine ecosystem, and making natural fertilizer 
teas instead of  buying chemical fertilizers. In the long run, this 
is both more economical for the farmer and more healthy for 
the consumer. We would also argue that less intervention leads 
to superior wine, but that’s a discussion for another time.      

IN THE  VINEYARD 

IN THE  WINERY
YEAST - This is what makes the alcohol; go yeast! The old-
school method was to allow grapes to ferment with whatever 
yeast was floating around in the winery. This yeast is called 
ambient yeast and can create complex flavors, but can lead to 
uncertain fermentation results. A winemaker may choose to 
utilize one of  hundreds of  manufactured yeasts. These are 
generally referred to as cultured yeast and are created to 
heighten certain aspects of  a wine’s flavor. Sometimes the term 
natural yeast is used to describe a cultured yeast copy of  an 
ambient yeast. 

SULFUR DIOXIDE - Widely used and widely misunderstood, 
SO2 is used to manage mildew in the vineyard, to preserve 
bunches of  grapes in the field, to kill bacteria and wild yeast 
before fermentation, and to preserve wine after fermentation. 
Generally speaking, higher quality wines use less SO2 with a few 
brave winemakers foregoing it altogether. The free form of  SO2 
is referred to as sulfites, which by US & EU law must be 
mentioned on a label of  any food product containing more than 
10 parts per million of  free SO2. It is a common myth that 
sulfites cause  headaches, but they can produce reactions in 
5-10% of  people with asthma. Sulfites are a by-product of  
fermentation so they will naturally occur in wine even if  no SO2 
is added.  

OTHER ADDITIONS - Modern winemakers have a long list 
of  tools at their disposal to adjust nearly every aspect of  the 
winemaking process. If  a winemaker chooses to use none (or few) 
of  these tools (chemicals), they are referred to as a low 
intervention winemaker. We have seen a lot of  variation in the 
quality and consistency of  these types of  wines. This can make 
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